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Introduction

The computation of fermion string amplitudes in the Polya-

kov formalism /1 / reduces, to integration over a finitedimen-

sional euperspace, the space of classes of superconfornal mani-

folds /?/« Superconformal manifolds were introduced in ret./2 /,

and after that in an independent paper / 3 / they were introdu-

ced under the name "super ftieraann manifolds11. (Ilote, that we

reserve the name "super Riemann manifold" for a different usage,

following the terminology of /4 /. Ref. / 4 / contains also a

detailed account of a part of the results of /2/ and of later

work /8,9/). In /2/ the space of classes of superconformal

manifolds was described» It was shown also that in. computing

the fermion string partition function a measure arose on this

superconfortnal moduli space which was written in terms of deter-

minants of certain operators analogous to the Laplacian. In /8/

these determinants were expressed via a super analog of Selberg'a

zeta-function. (See /9/ for detailes. The corresponding expres-

sion for the bosonic string was obtained first in /2/)« Our pur-

pose ie now to study analytical properties of string measure on

the moduli euperspace and to find formulae for determinants of

auperlaplacians and for this measure. It is worth to note, that

the analytical properties of the fermion string measure are

essential in establishing the connection of this theory with

superstring theory of Green and Schwars (sse /12/) and with

heterotic string theory. (Note also that a snpermoduli space

relevant to heterotic string was considered in /5/)#

The background for our connideretlons .vf?l be.the geometry

of superconforral manifolds which is the matter of the present
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paper. Applications to string theory will be given in a follow-

ing paper /13/» the results of which яге recapitulated below.

A superconformal manifold is a (i}i)-dimensional complex

superraanifold composed of superdomains glued together by super—

conformal transformations (that is to say, by transformations

preserving the operator I> ~ v9£ + £ 7Ф2 up to a factor). We

consider holomorphic line bundles over a superconformal mani-

fold \Я, Among such bundles an important one is the bundle C«J ,

as well as its tensor powers CO , such that the field D*?

ie a section of ij if ^ is a scalar function. Let us de-

note by </I(L*S the space of holoraorphic sections of a bundle /л •

If the superconformal manifold tN is simply connected, then

every */**= Ji(°ЭУcan be represented as Y^D^f for a holomorphic

function У • Рог a non-simply connected «// such a represen-

tation is possible only in terms of universal covering. (In

other words, one has to consider multivalued function *f )«The

differences of the values of *f between various couples of

points in the universal covering, such that both points in a

couple correspond to the same point of \Л , are called the

periods of Y € Л&Х If ф is a merotnorphic section of the bundle

6J , then over a portion of Jv it can be considered as a holo-

morphic section and so one is able to consider the periods of

a meromorphic section. The periods that correspond to the chan-

ges of У when turning around the poles of ^ are called (up

to a factor of uirl ) the residues of V' • (Here УчРУ
7
 as before).

One can prove some statements about the periods and residues
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to the case of alcebraic curves, in particular, flie-

raann relations and '.Veil reciprocity law (see Sect.2). It turn?:

out that these proofs вге easier to derive not in terns of the

above definition of perio-ia, but using another one bared on

a relation (Sect.1) between the fields considered above and

differential forms on a euperconformal manifold. Taking the

quotient of Д(оЗ~) by the period lattice one constructs the

Jacobi manifold 3(J* ) for a compact euperconformal manifold»A .

By a divieor on J4 a formal linear combination, 1 п.; P̂  , of the

points P ̂  J\ with integer coefficients ft. ̂  is meant. The

sum of coefficients ft* ie called the degree of a divisor.

A point P^<j/ is called the principal zero of a meromorphic

section S if 3(Р)-О and I>s(P)-0. A principal zero of S"
1

is celled a principal pole of S . If a section S possesses

only simple zeros Q- and poles p- , then the divisor of

this section leTQi'Zff. The set of divisors is divided in

classes of linear equivalence. (The divisor of a meromorphic

function is referred to as a divieor linear equivalent to zero)*

One can prove that topologically trivial holomorphic line bund-

les over vV can be described by means of J (v4/» or by means

of the group made up of classes of divisors which hare zero

degree (Sect. 4). These statements can be thought of as a super

analog of the Abel-Jacobi theorem. In Sect*5 the cohomologies

with coefficients in a line bundle are computed and an analog

of the Riemann-Roch theorem is proved* This paper ends with an

Appendix where the basic definitions used are made more accurate.

In a following paper /13/ the results of the present work вте

applied to a study of string measure on euperconformal moduli
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space. That paper begins with a consideration of holomorphic

hermitian bundles over a euperconformal manifold \N . A super

Rieraann metric on Jv , according to one of possible definitions,

ia a hennitian structure on the bundle <-O . If Л is an hermitia

bundle over a super Riemann manifold then one is able to define

an inner product in the space, I [L.)
t
 of sections of L* and by

means of this inner product to construct the Laplacian O ^ - D D
s

where D~'V'?£ "*" С /iy
^- is considered as an operator acting from

V(L>) into / i^-® < W • The following expression for J*t il
L
 can

be considered as our main result /13/:

Here dxr is the volume element corresponding to super Riemann

metric, 1л is an arbitrary hertoitian line bundle over a norm-

al super Riemann manifold \Xf (see Sect. 2), (y is a tri-

vial line bundle with the direct product metric. He assume that

an even holomorphic section S of L ia given such that $
г
ы

has only simple zsros. Let us denote the principal simple zeros

of S by Q^
f
..,,G

N
 , Wfe suppose that A{L) and j4 (L*<*cJ)can be con-

sidered as superspaces. (This terminology ia explained in the

Appendix). Here L ie the dual bundle. That is to say, one can

choose Ъввъа\ы
и
...,Ыь]

in
 d(l>) and {р

и
..,,В

л
^ in d(L**Cj). #Q

shall prove that Vn > 1 and П. ̂ £ , The frame { d L j is

picked up so that S = d^ t while a fraae^cj^.-jOo^ in jf(со)

is required to obeys cJ»..
n+(

 e
Sy3, ,..., cO^ -^p>

n
» In eq.(1)

N^ у N
u
 and A/^ denote the matrices of inner products of

elements of frames chosen in Jl(L)
 t
&(L *coj and Л(^) respect-

ively. Namely, (N
L
\. = <o(

l/
crf

J
> 'j&i,cij-)Jv, (N^).. « <p

c
 ,p. > ̂

i
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where ( , ) is the hermitIan product in the fibres of bundles

respectively. R@
 u
 (

s
,&) in eq.(1) denotes

^ /S ... Ъ24 f ̂ Ъ, /S

15 _ Q N G Q

y
.
ft
 /s .. ̂̂  ̂

n
 /s ^ С Ц «

Here it is supposed that in a neighbourhood of each point

u i one has chosen a auperconformal coordinate system

Ы
1
]^*) with the origin in Q

:
 and a trivialization of L .

Then -М4У-С H y« f- (Я'°)4л^ £ ' % ] .
Finally, £> in eq.(1) denotes an even raeroraorphic section

of CO f euch that (?(C'c)*1 for every I • Then / S j ^ j is

defined by

where /? ie the curvature of the super Rieraann manifold,

that is the curvature of the hermitian bundle tO • (?or an

arbitrary hermitian bundle, the curvature h ia defined by the

ezpression F = DDfoj // &// , where S is an arbitrary local

holomorphic section)*

The formula (1) leads immediately to the following im-

portant relation:

Jet O p "" Jet O p ' ТТПТр '
 L

>
M
 *

where L , M are arbitrary hermitien bundles. If M has an

even holomorphic section 5 with simple principal zeros and

if



can be considered ae euperspacee, then
-f ytNLmH detNJ < U < •( JVQ- \

b _
/

H
 Ы < i R

 П}1в>и
 (%,& |

2
 *

In e general case, the expression for Я ~
1
 becomes more com-

plicated. Eq, (6) yields readily an expression for string mea-

sure* In fact, -3.

/ M \
1 1в *

In string measure we need the following combination:

Thus we obtain an expression for the string measure on moduli

space in terms of holomorphic fields and their zeros. Moreover,

we obtain some information about analytical properties of this

string measure (a super analog of Belavin-Knizhnik theorem).

This information can be extracted from the analyticity of

R[_ (n($,d) with respect to moduli*

This work is intimately connected with papers /10/,/12/.

In /10/ a super analog of the so-called Mumford form was con-

structed. The Mumford superform yields (ae its bosonic counter-

part does) a measure on moduli space. Ref. /10/ contains an ex-

pression for this measure which is analogous to one suggested

by Beilinson and Manin in the bosonic case /7/. The relation

(5) was established in ref./12/, where on this basis it was

shown that the measure constructed in /10/ coincides with the

string measure. The results of /10/ will be reproduced in /13/

using a different language. The above considerations show that

eq.(5) and, hence, all the basic formulae of /12/ follow from

(1). Let us remark that seme arguments in /12/ (in particular,

the formulation of an analog for the Belavin-Knizhnik theorem
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in terms of extended moduli superspace) employ the results of

the present work.

1. Superconformal manifolda and the fields on them

Let us consider a domain in (i]i) - dimensional complex

superspace С ' and the operators of epinor derivatives act-

ing on functions in this domain,

(from now on, 2 denotes a complex bosonic coordinate, while

£ denotes a complex fermionic one). A transformation from

coordinates ( 2 , £" ) to coordinates ( 2f, X) is called a super»

conformal transformation if it preserves the epinor derivatives

up to a factor: ~ .

Ъ - F-5 . . (2)
Every superconformal transformation can be written in the follow-

ing form:

where W. (2) (reap. t(^)) is a bosonic (reap, fermionic)

holomorphic function.

A supereonformal manifold is a manifold which is composed

ot (1|i)-dimenaional euperdomains glued together by means of

superconformal traneformations. That is to say, a superconform-

al manifold can be covered by coordinate patches connected by

(3). The underlying manifold, "Л/
г<
.̂  * for a euperconformal

manifold can be considered as a onedimensional complex manifold

provided with a spinor structure. Let us remind that to con-
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eider an underlying menifold amounts to discarding ell the nil—

potents. This reduction (when one discards all the nilpotents)

is designated by the subscript red above. The underlying

manifold is thus glued up by means of holomorphic transform-

ations ^ = U(3). The fact that the underlying manifold re-

ceives a spinor structure means that a choice of sign of V & (^

is fixed consistently for every gluing. A supermanifold is said

to be compact if Its underlying manifold is compact. The genus

of a superconformal manifold is defined as the genus of its

underlying manifold.

To every onedimensional complex manifold Л/ provided with

a spinor structure one can assign a euperconformal manifold, 1Л ,

with help of the following construction. If N is glued up by

means of transformations .2 = U (2) then the superconformal mani-

fold tW is to be glued up by means of 2 = U.(^), ̂  W<-<-'(» ?.

The resulting euperconformal manifold can be called a supercon-

formal manifold without odd (i.e. fermionic) parameters.

A field of type ( p,п ) on a superconformal manifold ia

given by functions which are defined for every coordinate sys-

tem and obey ^ 2 - 2rf

under superconformal coordinate changes. (Here F is a factor

entering eq.(2) ). Let us denote by G the space of type

( f ,ч ) fields.

The operator J) can be regarded as an operator acting

from Ь to i> * . Analogously, О acts fron t> to

G . Thi3 defines holomorphic fields of type ( о ,0) as

fields annihilated by this action of "D , If a holomorphic

type (1/2, 0) field,



is defined in a simply connected domain, ttien it can be repre-

sented in the form ¥ = J> "f , where

and ^kbt)/7>±^ 0.(70. The field ^ is defined by the condi-

tion X>*¥ - V3 up to an additive constant. A field of type

(1/2, 1/2) can be Integrated over the euperconformal manifold.

Let us denote the integral of such a field 1? over v/V as

J v</2*«/8£ .
Since the product of type (1/2, 0) and type (0, 1/2) fields ie

a field of type (1/2, 1/2) we can define an inner product of type

(1/2, 0) fields: .

One can consider differential ( I ; s )-forma on a supercon-

formal manifold, in the same way as on any complex manifold,

(Remember, that an (*Z,S )-form on a complex (Buper)domsin with

holomorphic coordinates ~2-i (even end odd) is such a differen-

tial form which ie a homogeneous polynomial of order "2 (s} with

reepect to ^2^ ( t/^j ) ), In the standard way one defines the

operators "Э which makes an ('Ẑ Î  5)-form from an ( t . S )-

form, д which makes an (-"z,s *7)~form from an ( ** , S )-forn, and

the operator du'd + d. For example, if to*A2.'f> + J%-£t then

A connection between the fields of types (1/2, 0), (0, 1/2),

(1/2, 1/2) and the forms of types (1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1) respec-

tively will be of importance for vhat follows. To a field &

of type (1/2, 0), let ua assign a (1, 0) - form Z -

follows:
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where e- d~S. -J£- if . Similarly, a field if of type (0, 1/2)

ia connected with a (0, 1 )-form "2-~ d (tc) . It can be proved

that these definitions are correct (that is, they do not de-

pend on the coordinate choice). One has the following simple,

but useful propositions.

It ё is a holomorphic type 0*2, 0) field, then the

corresponding (1,O)-form X obeys J 21 - 0 (i.e. it is

cloaed). If <o can be represented aa «j =Dh, with holo-

morphic h > thenZ=cm (i.e. Z- ie exact). For en arbit-

rary field of type (V2, 0) the form Z satisfies Э 2 •= О

(i.e. it is 'Э -closed). Moreover, the map QL is a one-to-

one map of "Xj • onto the space of 'Э -closed (1,0)-

forms.

The proofs can be given in the following way. An arbitrary

(1,0)-form o. can be written in coordinates (.2,^) in the

form £> ~ d£-g+ €-p» Taking the coefficient <£ in the term

containing ^4 we obtain the map from the rpace of (1,0)-
У

л1г
>° -у-

forms into C- • bet Q denote this шар. (То verify that

<c ia a field of type ( /2, 0), one can use the relations

ё-F d. and d%-F d$+Ge, where F is a function entering

(2), and G ie some other function). It is easy to check in

local coordinates that there exists a unique (1,0)-form 21

satisfying )j(Z)-6,
r
dT - С

 t B
nd that thie form is given by

eq.(4). This immediately implies that the form Z. is defined

correctly by (4) and that the map oi ie one-to-one. Further-

more, if (t> is holomorphic, so ia the form 21 , hence
 r

d2.
=

- С . The last equation together with ^Z-C implies
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How let ua assign to every type 0/2, '/2) field i) a (1,1)

form

у

It is easy to verify that this form is correctly defined. The

construction ot the form in eq. (5) ie connected with that in

eq.(4). Namely, if an odd holotuorphic type 0/2, 0) field ^
i

is connected with a (1,0)-fora T
1
= d(^)

f
 whereas an odd

anti-holomorphic type (0, /2) field e>
z
 is connected with

a (0,1)~form Z
2
-^(4\ then the type 0/2,

 1
/2) field €>

г
 <&

л

is connected with (1,1)-form 2^ A /. .That is to say, £>(<£>?. <&'i)~

ol(&,) A oi (<£>??)• °ne can check that a (1,1)-form M-^(^corres-

ponding to a field ^ ot type 0/2, 1/2), satisfies JM-O,

That is, M is a closed 2-form, and hence it can be integrat

ed over a(2J0)-dimensional submanifold of the considered super-

conformal manifold tA/ , the integral being unchanged under

continuous deformations of this submanifold. Let us pick up

for this role such a closed (2J0)-dimensional (real) submani-

fold /V which has the underlying manifold Identical to that

of \M • (There always exists a smooth (2|0)-diraensional sub-

manifold A/ in v V with ̂ гы'^гЫ*
 O n t h e o t h e r

 hand, one

cannot sometimee choose such N to be a complex analytical

submanifold of Jv ). Then we get the relation

1НП
%N N

(The integral of the field ^c over the superconformal mani-
fold iM coincides with the integral of the closed 2-fona

(2l) C>fM.)over the (2|0)~dimensional subraanifold f\/ ). Иге proof

of this relation is obvious in the case when the field H- is

non-zero in one coordinate chart only and the aubmanifold Л/
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is defined in thie chart by the equation £ = C - 0 , The general

ease can be obtained from the above by use of a partition of

unity and by coordinate changes. Remember* that if a manifold ie

covered by charts Zl^ » one can always choose functions fc in

such a way that 1» 2 4i and that the support of -£i is in

7/j « Then the proof of (6) amounts to the proof of this

relation tor the fields f-i = /«• /«- .

Later on we shall need also the following simple fact about

(2,0)-form3. If a (2,0)-form £L is ^-closed, i.e. ^SX-С,

then it always la "Э -exact, i.e. it can be represented as

£i- 9 f for some globally defined (1,0)-form "V . Indeed,

if Q. is written in the form

then 'uSl - 0 amounts to p = £) p .In this case we have

Д =Эт where Г - e-p .
•/

2. Periods and residues

Let us consider a holomorphic type ( /2, 0} field <o on a

superconformal manifold vV • The'period of <6 wi-h respect

to a onediraensional cycle С in the underlying manifold can be

defined as the integral of the (1,0)~form Z - oL((6)over a closed

(1J0)-dimenaional (real) submanifold in Jv , the underlying

manifold of which coincides with the cycle С . Since the form

Z. is closed, the period so defined depends only on the homo-

logy class of С . If J\ is a compact superconforraal mani -

fold of genus О , all the periods of <& are represented as

linear combinations of its periods with respect to a standard

basis ft
;
.,.

;
a'

;
e
(l
,.

v
4in the onedimensional homology group of the

underlying manifold of *N , Another definition of periods can
*/ iione results of this Section Independently have been obtained

by A.M.Levin.
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be given with help of the universal covering, <-V , of *.Kf • The

fundamental group of the underlying manifold of сЛ/ sots on J\f

For a field й on J/ there ia a corresponding field & of

type ( /2, 0) on Jf . Since J/ ie eimply connected the

latter field can be represented in the form ё> - V> k, • The

field <o remains unchanged under the action of the fundamen-

tal group. Hence A. changes by an additive constant under

each of such transformations* These constants are called the

periods of <6 :

i. Z = k( S-

Here {Л^ ъ- т are the generators of the fundamental group,

{o^jb-Aie the corresponding homology basis, 2 is a point in

v^/
 #
 Eq« (7) follows from the relation "2. - ah,

 t
 where 21

is the lift of 7 = d(e>)to Jf .

One can prove a relation for periods of fields of type

( /2, 0) on a superconformal manifold generalizing the Hiemann

bilinear relations for differentials on a complex curve* The

proof can be obtained by reducing to the севе of ordinary two-

dimensional manifolds* Hamely, let £"->, cO be holomorphic type

(1/2, 0) fields while Q =с}(и>)вва Х1
У
 = d(u3%

T9
 the corres-

ponding closed (1,0)-forma on a compact euperconformal mani-

fold tV of genus ^ • bet A
u
 , By j A'^Bj (tj-1,...,^)

denote the periods of cO, со with respect to a standard homo-

logy basis 4 /
;
 vj in t/'red. Then, as we shall see shortly,

one gets the following relations:

0, _ (в)
w
c j

/
> ^ (9)
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where Co denotes the parity of CO
1
 .

Indeed, consider a (2|0)-dimensional smooth submanifolcl N

in Jv , such that A/
re(
j - *N

r9
u» On /V , in the same way as

on an ordinary two-dimensional closed manifold, one has then

J SIAD.' = A
1
 5: - B: A

/:
 .

A/

On the other hand, a closed (2,0)-form, И л и , is always

exact on tN (see the end of the preceding section). Therefore

one has also
J
л/

thus proving eq.(8). In a similar way, eq.(6) together with the

relation jb (co'co) = (-1) *" oL (u>")'A Crffw") implies eq.(9):

21 <u>,co'>= 2.1 j ^ OJ'CO J
2
x <?% » / уЫсо'о}) - f-f)

S

As we sha2,l see later on, in a most important case (the norma

case as it will be referred to) the dimension of the space of holo

morphic type (t/2,0) fields equals (0Jq). Let Л denote this spac

taken with inverse parity» (Thue <$ - П И ( j /
э
 со) in the notati

of section 3; see also Appendix.) In the normal case Al'm *Jl -

(a}0) and the inner product in this space is non-degenarate. There

one can pick up a basis 6^ ,..., cJL in <s* , such that

oir * i
Bqs.(8),(9) imply, as in the usual case, that the period matrix,

is symmetrical, 4?i•• - Tjc , and that

The definition of periods can be used to generalize the

definition of the Jecobian to the case of a compact aupercon-

formal manifold of genus 4 • The periods of holomorphic typ

( /2, 0) fields with respect to a cycle С define a linear

functional en the space Л • The linear functionals corres-

ponding to *11 possible cycles form a lsttice V in
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called the period lattice. Let us define the Jacobi mani-

fold (or the Jacobian) for a superconformal manifold i/v as

a coset space of (<Я ) with respect to / , i.e.

In the normal case the Jacobian is а Я-dimensional torus.

The inner product in <л defines a measure in it and, hence,

in «Г . bet us prove that the volume of the Jacobian with

respect to this measure equals 1. For this aim let us consider

a basis { CL" ) in (Л ) dual to the basis { cO
L
 j in Д ^

2

which has been defined by eqa. (10) - (12) above. The inner

£ 12/ j/Z\ £ 12
product in \\Я J corresponding to that in Jrt yields

(14)

The period lattice, V , in (<A' ) ia generated (over the

integers) by 2q vectors <& , 4>i ~ Tij &• . Now the

volume of the Jacobian (13) equals the volume of the parallele-

piped spanned by { OL~
 }
 4j 5 which, in turn, equals 'the deter*»

jiinant of the following 2 ч х 2 « matrix:

G - Re

(Her» Re appeared for ire dealt with an hermitian inner pro»

duct < , > ). Then we have (in matrix notation)

\

and» thus, (volume of J ) • det G • 1.
/1/2

Using inner product in «Я * one can, in the normal caae,
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identify its dual, (j? * j , with its complex conjugate, %л .

This allows one to consider the manifold J~ (i.e. Jacobi mani-

fold with the complex structure conjugated) as a coset apace of

jS ̂
2
 by a lattice. (Thie will be ueed in /13/ ). «ore precisely,

-J can be regarded aa a torus dual to the torus J .

Let us discuss now meromorphic functions on a supercon-

formal manifold *Ai • a function •$ on *A/ is called mero-

morphic if locally it can be written in the form

where k
;
o are holomorphic, provided $-

re
d
 d o e s n o t

vanish identically* (Here 9
r e
d denotes *k

e
 numerical part

of Я and can be regarded as a function of
 t
^V

e<
j)« First of

all, we note воте simple properties of en even meromorphic func-

tion -$ near a point where 4 vanishes. Suppose that ̂ (P)=

and that "^red
 n a s a B

*
m
P*

e
 zero at ?

r e
d
 e t >

red
#
 "

>nen
 "4

vanishes on a (0 J 1)-dimeneional eabmanifold in J\f lying

over * red* "̂* *"
s еав

У *°
 s e e

 *bat there exists a unique

point f^ in this submanifold, such that

•*(£)-0, T>i4Po)-C (15)
(and, of course, P o red » PTe^-

 S u ch a point P o will be

called в principal simple zero of 4- «It is easy to see also,

that a function £ near its principal simple zero P takes

the form (2 -~2to- £* £,)ttfo# where ( ̂  y ̂  ) are the coordi-

nates of P and U. is a holomorphic function which does

not vanish near Po • (In this case, ^ vanishes on the

(0 j 1)-dimensional manifold { a -1,, - £ £ o - С j containing /^ ).

Now a function ^ will be said to have a principal

simple pole at P if the function •( has a principal
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.mple zero at that point. These definitions can be extended

i an obvious way to (even) meromorphic fields of type ( f>, 0 )
to be

>r to sections of line bundleiYconsidered later on). We have

at made any definitions concerning the case when ~т
гв
й
 n a s

iltiple zeros or poles. This will be discussed later on in

His paper, but for the time being it will not be needed.

Let us define the residue of a meromorphic type( /2, 0)

ield CO at the point p
 6
«Л£

е ( 1
 as {Int)"

1
 times the period

f this field with respect to a cycle encircling p . That

я to say, if CD is represented in the form (2Xt )~ J)k.

or a multivalued function A, , then the residue equals to

change of h. when turning once around p . Equivalently,

e can write

l
'here С is a closed loop (i.e. a { 1j0)-dimensional sub»

ianifold with an obvious orientation) in <M , such that

mcircles f> (and provided there is inside £-e(j
 no other

ioint over which CO is singular). A meromorphic field OJ

an be locally represented as a power series

со - Z 1р>1,
 +
 и-СП^1(^^о-С^)

4
. (17)

lien it is easy to check that the residue of cj at p -

o n
 r

qua la fc ,, and that -6_
n
 depends only on the point p e hf

^
 r

 Ted

md not on the choice of ( Z
O )
 Q

o
 ) over it.

The aura of residues of a meromorphic type ( /2, 0) field

<^ equals zero, Just aa in the ordinary case. (Indeed, if

red
 d e n o t e

s *b* manifold Jf
reu
 with all the points over

hich CO is singular removed, then the sum of cycles encirc-

ing all the singular points is homological to zero in
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We have considered above Riemarm relations for holomorphic

fields only. Analogous, though somewhat more complex, relations

can be written also for meromorphic fields. In fat let ОДгеер

CO ) be a holomorphic (reep. meromorphic) odd field of type

( /2, 0) on iAf . The periods of CO and Oj' with respect to

cycles CL\,..
}
 &

5
, •£,,...,-£ will be denoted by A1", 6r and A'L

; Bj

respectively, bet С be a closed loop in tH such that С

bounds a simply connected domain «?) ^ in «^1^(*••«•

Э Юу^б^ coutaining ell the points over which to' is singular*

Finally, let us represent CJ in the form CJ-Ъп, in the super-

domain X) over ^
r e
a » Here /u ie a holomorphic function in

Jj which can be chosen, for instance, as follows:

A. IP) -'
 PS

p

tor some fixed point P
o
 in" $$ • Then we have

А
г B'£ - Bc A

n = Ju (kco') . (is)
One can verify this in a way analogous to the way of proving

eq.(d). Hote, that the ambiguity k~* k+ const does not matter

in eq.(18), tor jd(u')=Q(i,b9 the вша of residues of со
7
 vanishes).

С
Moreover,

С
where the sum is over all the points /

)6t
^

re(
3 over which uJ

is singular. Let us put (18) in a different form» For this aim

we pick up a single point P in Jv over each point f> , that

1B Pfed " P *
 a n d l n

 e neighbourhood of each P we choose

local coordinates Z = (z, X) with the origin in P . Then

f , (19)

In this case we have, by virtue of facts pointed out above.
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Z ^ ^ ^

+ -в'-С P) / <* ̂>-> 1 .
(Hote, that, in particular, хгь со'* £'f (P)

 dn<i Z

By the earae methods one can prove that a euper analog of

Weil coupling is symmetric, (It plays an important role in

computing the determinants of Laplaciaas on auperconfoimal mani-

folds)* I>et rf *f be even meromorphic functions on tN satis-

fying the following restrictions* All the zeros and poles of

T, Ф are simple and principal and the set of zeros and poles

of У-вл °"
OQ
s

 n
°t intersect with that of ^

г в
л« *̂*

 u e
 denote

by .N.i, t Pk *
n e
 P

0
!

11
*

8
 °f principal zeros and poles of f*

and by A/
K
 , Pn, analogous points for *f' • The coupling of

^ and V is defined as follows:

?'(P ) . (22)Ч )
(An extension of this definition to arbitrary meromorphic func-

tions f _, f' with still noninter вес ting sets of zeros and poles

o f
 ^red

 a n d
 ^red

 c a n Ъ в
 ob*

8 1
^^» 1» particular, by means

of expressions for L V ^ l used below).

Let us prove that

<p'] [4"V3 . (23)
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Рог this aim let us pick up two closed loops С , С in

such that ^-
ге
д bounds a simply connected domain %

г<г<
/ f С«

=
 Ъ%

геА
) ±

п
 tV^

e d
, which contains all the points С Л/j. )

r e d
,

( P^ )
re(
i; aQ^ similarly for ^-

re
d*

 T h e n u s i n
S a. relation

analogous to eq. (18) we find:

( 2 4 >

where A
1
, B; (resp. A'^B: ) are the periods of J) ton

(resp. p£?r<?9:;/); each of these, however, always being
-j

times an integer, hence, the last equality in (24). We have

also used here, that -tvqf is singlevalued near С (and,

analogously, is -СсдУ' near С ) and that a residue
xe*, m>tc-^) equals -£(P) if V7 bas a principal s mple

zero at P , and it equals -ЦР) if V
7
 has a principal

simple pole at P . (This can be proved by a direct veri-

fication of definitions)*
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